
Stop Prospecting - Start Closing
Reach out to the right contact, at the right time with

the right conversation.
www.lead411.com

   

What Makes us Different?

For companies looking to expand their sales efforts and need to save time prospecting,
Lead411 provides accurate data combined with data intelligence, so your timely message can

stand out from the crowd. Different from other data providers that focus on just email and
phone numbers, Lead411 offers an intuitive platform that allows our customers to find specific

prospects from SMB to Enterprise (based on the criteria that best reflects their ideal
customer) and does so quickly so your sales team can focus on what's important - closing

more deals.

Product/Service Summary
Our goal is to decrease your data research hours and increase your revenue by putting sales development on
auto-pilot. To ensure that we meet all of your data and information needs, we provide sales leads and
intelligence, business email lists, company and people data including email addresses and phone numbers,
president and executive biographies as well as news alerts for sales professionals.

Overview
Founded
May 2001

CEO
Tom Blue

Headquarters
Boulder, Colorado

# of Contacts
35 Million and Growing Daily

# of Companies
1.1 Million and Growing Daily

Integrations
25+ CRM Integrations including:
Salesforce, Zoho, Gmail,
Infusionsoft and more...

Triggers
New Hires, New Executives,
Job Openings, Recent Funding,
IPO's, Hiring Plans and more...

Problems
What are the crucial problems you face with data providers today? 

Data is Inaccurate
Not Enough Data
Solution is Too Expensive

Solutions 
Lead411 focuses on providing our customers accurate data, and we strive
to continue to add more verified emails, direct dials and intelligent sales
indicators so our platform is as up-to-date as possible.  

Less than a 10% bounce back rate on Verified Emails
Over 35 Million records and growing
Basic Solutions starting at $100 per month
Enterprise Solutions with multiple seats and full feature access starting
at $5000/year

What our Data Gives You
We realize leads are people with a unique story – they have important
roles with diverse backgrounds and skills. Our platform helps you see the
full picture, so you can reach out with some context, and create a
business connection quickly.

FAQs 
What is a Sales Trigger?

A Sales Trigger is an indication that a change has or is going to happen -
giving you a better opportunity to reach out, mention the data and start
creating a rapport.  For example, a new hire is 8x - 10x more likely to add
new solutions/services within the first 3 months when starting at a new
organization.

What is the main difference between you and other data providers? 

Many of our competitors are focused specifically on emails, phone
numbers and addresses.  We take our data to the next level, offering data
intelligence through sales triggers that give you a holistic view of your
prospect to help you navigate a smoother business relationship.

What is the learning curve, is the platform easy to navigate? 

We strive to provide a platform that is easy to understand and navigate.
As an Enterprise customer, you will also get a custom training session
from our Customer Success team to get you running in the right direction.

What our Customers are Saying

John R. 
Manager, Business Development

Lead411 is a terrific tool for those looking to find
and export leads and not pay an arm and leg
for it. I also have my team using the alert
functionality to gain insight into companies that
are a good target for us.

Kaitlin R.
Associate Account Manager 

Ease of use. Compared to competitors, the
usability is far above and beyond what
competitors have. I personally like the "Verified
Email" component, it's good to know you're
viewing and potentially downloading recent
emails -- the 99% accuracy rate is great! 

https://www.facebook.com/lead411
https://app.xtensio.com/Home/FolioHtml/@lead411
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lead411/
http://www.lead411.com

